NORTH COLLEGE HILL
POLICE DEPARTMENT

MONTHLY POLICE ACTIVITY REPORT FOR
JULY 2016

This monthly report is a review and
summary of our activities. The summary of
activities is reflective of not only the calls for
service and other actions we complete, but
is
indicative
of
the
effort
and
professionalism the members of the police
department continue to put forth in our daily
mission to deliver exemplary police service
to our community.

Colonel Ryan E. Schrand
Chief of Police
JULY 2016
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ARRESTS MADE IN JULY 2016
There were a total of 60 arrests made within the City of North
College Hill in JULY 2016.
31 of the arrests were recite arrests (the person arrested was not
physically taken into custody but issued a citation and told to
appear in court).

29 of the arrests were physical arrests (the person was physically
taken into custody).

Of the total arrests made within the month of JULY 2016,
23 were residents of North College Hill and 37 were nonresidents.
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OFFENSE / INCIDENT REPORTS
RECEIVED IN JULY 2016
TOTAL OFFENSE / INCIDENT REPORTS FOR
JULY 2016

153

TOTAL CALLS FOR SERVICE FOR
JULY 2016

1,293
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VEHICLE CRASHES REPORTED
IN JULY 2016
There were a total of 47 auto accidents within the
City of North College Hill in JULY 2016.

4 - of these crashes involved injuries.

25 - of the auto accidents were on public roadways.

8 - of the auto accidents were on private property.
14 - of the auto accidents were Hit/Skip related.
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TRAFFIC CITATIONS ISSUED
IN JULY 2016
The North College Hill Mayor’s Court had year-todate receipts totaling $79,325.00 as of JULY 2016.

There were a total of
108

traffic

citations

issued within the City
of North College Hill
in JULY 2016.

36 of the citations
were for moving offenses (OVI, Speeding, Fail to
Obey a Stop Sign, etc.)

27 of the citations were for non-moving offenses
(Expired license plates, not wearing a seatbelt, etc.)
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24 of the citations were for parking related offenses
(Parked where prohibited by signs, etc.)

21 of the citations were written warnings (the person
cited was not required to pay a fine or appear in
court).
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VEHICLES TOWED OR IMPOUNDED
IN JULY 2016
There were a total of 11 vehicles either towed or
impounded within the City of North College Hill in
JULY 2016. (These

vehicles were

towed

or

impounded at the request of the police department)
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FALSE ALARMS RECEIVED
IN JULY 2016
There were a total of 17 false alarms received that
required a response by the North College Hill Police
Department in JULY 2016.

8 of these false alarms were to
businesses.

9 of these false alarms were to residences.

180 Total false alarms have been received in 2016.
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The following narratives are a small
sampling of the various calls for service the
North College Hill Police Department
routinely receives.

CALLS FOR SERVICE
Discharge Firearm into
Habitation (2923.161)
On 07/04/16 at 1219 hrs., PO Brown
responded to Emerson Ave. for a
report of the complainant that found a
bullet hole in her house window.
Upon arrival, he spoke with the
complainant, who advised that when
she woke up at around 1219 hours,
she noticed a bullet hole in her front
bay window on the left side. The
projectile had gone through a screen,
then a single pane glass
window, then a plastic
blind and then into a 42"
flat screen TV, which
was hanging on the wall
on the opposite side of
the room. The projectile
did not go all the way

through the TV and
somewhere in the TV.

is

lodged

Upon looking around the room
(front living room), PO Brown noticed
another hole in the wall located on the
east side of the house in the living
room. He went outside to see if he
could determine an angle of the shot.
With looking at the angle on the
outside of the house and then inside
the house, he returned to the living
room and observed a small speaker
on the floor, under the TV.
He
observed damage on the
upper corner of the
speaker and was able to
locate what appeared to
be a bullet projectile,
damaged, but still intact.
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He collected
evidence.

the

projectile

as

PO Brown looked on the outside of
the house again and found yet
another hole near the top and just to
the right of the front door. That
projectile did not go all the way
through and PO Brown was not able
to observe, obtain or collect it. He
had asked the complainant when she
thought this had occurred as she
advised that she did not hear
anything. She stated that she
went to her sister's home on
07/03/16 at 0645 hrs. and was
gone until 0010 hrs. on 07/04/16.
She said it is possible it had
occurred while she was gone,
because she was tired when she
returned home and because it
was dark, she just didn't notice it.
She said that she did not hear
anything overnight and noticed it
when she got up at 1220 hrs.
PO Brown also asked if she had
any issues with anyone that would
induce this kind of action and she
said that she did not. She advised
that she has lived there for 14 years;
she keeps to herself and doesn't
create problems. PO Brown advised
her that a report would be generated
and if she learns any new information,
to contact the police.

Theft (2913.02)
While on patrol, PO Ryan was
flagged down and advised by the
complainant she was shopping at the
Kroger's food store. She advised she
went to the self-checkout and set her
phone down on top of the scanner
machine. She advised she then left
the area and went to her car in the
parking lot. She advised prior to
leaving she realized she did not have
her phone with her
and went back into
the store to look for
it. She advised she
was not able to
find it where she
had left it on top of
the
scanner
machine for the
self-checkout. She requested a report
for theft of her phone. She advised
the phone was an IPhone 6s+ with a
value of 650.00$.

Criminal Damaging
(2909.06)
Complainant advises that he was
at his friend's home on Sterling Ave.,
assisting his friend and girlfriend
move their belongings out of the
house.
Around 0400 hrs. on
07/06/16, they had stopped for the
night and left, intending on coming
back later on in the day to finish. The
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complainant advised that he left his
vehicle in the driveway, just in front of
the garage and left with his friend.
Upon his return around 1220 hrs.,
he noticed that his tires were either
flat or low. He checked inside the
vehicle and found that his stereo
head unit had been removed from the
dash and was missing.
The
complainant's friend's girlfriend, who
also was staying off and on at this
residence, told him that she arrived
there around 1200 hrs., to find that a
male she knows and another male
were at the house. One was locking
the house up and the other was
walking from the area of the rear of
the house and near the complainant's
truck, carrying a black garbage bag.
She also advised the complainant
that his truck's door was open and the
male was walking from that area, so
they assumed it was one of them who
entered the complainant's vehicle.
The complainant had
entered his vehicle and
moved it onto the street.
He checked his tires and
observed puncture holes
in each of the four tires.
He looked in a trash bag
that was at the curb and found his
stereo and wiring inside. He also
found an amount of kid’s toys in the
bag, in which the renter's girlfriend
confirmed was from the house,

belonging to her kids.
The
complainant stated that he wants to
file charges. PO Brown explained to
him that until we can prove who the
perpetrator was, no charges will be
filed. PO Brown advised that we will
attempt to speak with all parties
involved to find out what happened.
The complainant advised that he
believed that an amount of other
items may be missing from his truck
as well. PO Brown advised him to
make a list of items missing and they
will be added to the report.

Aggravated Menacing
(2903.21)
On July 7, 2016 Officers were
called to 6840 Hamilton Ave. for a
report of a subject that pulled a gun
out on the complainant and her two
children. When I arrived I came in
contact with the complainant, which
stated a black male with
short dreads pulled a
small black handgun out
of his waistband and
pointed it at her and her 2
children while they were
in the car waiting while
another occupant of the
vehicle went inside the gas station
and took off in a car. The
complainant’s friend also stated the
subject was inside the store cussing
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and called customers names before
leaving.
The suspect was seen driving a
dark blue possible Saturn going south
on Hamilton Ave. The complainant
also stated the subject placed his
hand on the passenger side window.
However, due to the window being
smudged and the prints also being
smudged I was unable to find a good
print.

Aggravated Burglary
(2911.11)
Officers were dispatched to
investigate for a suspect who had
pulled a gun on the complainant.
Upon
arrival,
Lt.
Petrocelli was met by
the complainant, who
stated that a subject
entered her unlocked
residence
without
permission
and
by
stealth proceeded to
enter the basement area of her home.
The complainant stated that she,
her friends and family members
(approximately 6 people) were in the
basement area of her home, when
the subject came down the stairs,
pulled her hair and said, "Heeey! KC
is here".

The complainant turned to him and
said, "Who are you, I don't know you!
Get Out". The subject then became
angry and began pouring out /
splashing out the can of beer he had
brought with him. He simultaneously
pulled a large black semi-auto pistol
from his pocket and brandished it at
all the people in the basement. He
then turned and ran up the stairs and
out the front door of the residence
and ran to a blue Nissan and pulled
out of the driveway and fled west
bound on Goodman Ave and turned
north onto Parrish Ave towards
Galbraith.
The complainant states that she
first met this subject on Tuesday July
5th of this year. She stated that she
was at the Shell gas
station located at 6840
Hamilton Ave when she
observed this subject
hanging around the
parking lot. She stated
that he struck up a
conversation with her, in
which she advised him
that she was having a cookout at her
residence to celebrate Independence
Day. After this brief exchange she
departed the gas station and drove
the short distance to her home on
Goodman Ave.
A short time later she noticed that
the subject must have followed her
home, as she saw that he was in her
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backyard. She stated that he stayed
for approximately 20 minutes than
departed. She stated that while he
was there he talked to her and tried to
give her his cell phone number. She
stated that she lied to him and told
him, her phone was broken. She later
found that he had entered his number
into her phone under the name, K.C.
She described him as a male
black wearing a black hat, dark
sunglasses, a white wife beater shirt
and brown or beige shorts. He was
operating a blue Nissan with Ohio
Passenger Tags. An all-county
broadcast was put out to BOLO for
the vehicle. The metal beer bottle that
the subject threw down was collected
for possible latent prints or DNA
evidence.

Theft of Gun (2913.02)
A complainant called for a report
of a theft of his gun from his vehicle.
He advised it was
a High Point 9mm,
in a case, in the
trunk of his vehicle.
He further advised
he does not know
when it happened
and who was in his
vehicle, and where
he was at the time of the theft. He
advised he purchased the gun about
a month ago and was told to return to

the place where he bought it and ask
them for the serial numbers for the
gun. He further advised it was
purchased from a Pawn Shop in
Kentucky and didn't know where it
what the name of the store was. He
was advised to call the police
department when he gets the number
and we could enter it into the
computer as stolen.

Domestic Violence (2919.25)
Officers were dispatched for
subjects fighting in the street. Upon
arrival we observed a M/B with
dreads walking away from the
dispatched location and a female in
the front yard yelling that their fighting
in the house. The male walking away
was later found not to be involved.
PO Miller could hear commotion
occurring inside the residence. As he
approached the front door, he
observed a male and female
physically
fighting
through the screen
door. Both were
attempting to punch
one another. The
male was able to
tackle/pin the female
onto the couch.
PO Miller entered
the residence and ordered the male
off the female. The male was visibly
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bleeding from his hand while the
female had a visible cut on her face
and a swollen eye. Both subjects
were detained and separated. A
squad was called for the male.
Both subjects were intoxicated and
gave similar stories. The female
decided to watch a home movie of
her father's funeral. The male became
emotional from the movie and wanted
to turn it off. An argument ensued
which turned physical. They then got
into a physical altercation which
spilled outside into the front yard and
street. An unknown male witnessing
the fight came to the female’s aid and
pulled the male away from her. The
unknown male and Mr. Thomas then
got into a physical altercation in the
street. The unknown male
fled the area upon
hearing our police sirens.
The male then continued
to fight with the female
until police arrived on
scene and separated
them.
The female claimed the male had
punched her in the face and she was
defending herself. The male had deep
laceration to his finger and claimed he
was bit by the dog during the fight.
The female stated he wasn't bit but
didn't know how his finger was
injured. The male made several

statements claiming the female didn't
bite him, the dog did.
Neither party wanted to pursue
charges and nor cooperate with our
investigation. It was learned that the
female is the male's aunt and they are
both
living
with
their
mom/grandmother. Both parties were
arrested for DV. The male was
transferred to UC Hospital for medical
attention before being transported to
CJC.

Criminal Damaging
(2909.06)
A complainant came to NCH PD to
report an incident that occurred on
West Galbraith Rd. The complainant
was driving on east on
West Galbraith Rd.
when he heard a loud
noise which turned out
to be his passenger
rear window shattering.
There
have
been
recent problems in the
same area with a group of juveniles
hiding in the cut through in that area
of West Galbraith, throwing rocks and
hard objects at vehicles as they pass.
PO Cole told the complainant that he
was going to respond to the area and
check the cut thorough and then
respond to his business to take the
report after.
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When PO Cole arrived at the cut
through, he noticed a large area of
the road covered in glass, but did not
find a projectile. He ran through the
cut through in an attempt to find the
suspect(s). Officer Kilgore responded
in his patrol car near the other side of
the cut through on Cherrywood in an
attempt to cut the suspect(s) off. They
did not locate anyone in the area.
When PO Cole responded to the
complainant's business he had his
vehicle pulled into his garage/bay
area and PO Cole examined it. He
saw his window shattered with glass
in the rear passenger seats. He did
not find a projectile. PO Cole took
pictures and attached them to the
report as well.

Robbery (2911.02)
On July 28, 2016 around 8:38 PM
officers were called to Family Dollar
for a robbery that just occurred. A
description of the suspect that fled the
scene was a male
black wearing a
blue hat and blue
shoes with a white
t-shirt last seen
running south. When PO Kilgore
arrived on scene he made contact
with a store employee that stated a
male black walked into the store with

a black and gray backpack. Before
the suspect could leave another store
employee asked the suspect to empty
out his backpack. The employee
stated she noticed the suspect walk
into the store with the backpack
empty and noticed it was full of items
upon the suspect leaving out the front
door. The suspect then told the
employee that he can't empty out his
backpack due to having a gun in the
backpack. The employee said he then
took off running from the store and
then she called 911.
The employee also said she last
noticed the subject running towards
the laundry mat from the store. The
complainant also said an unknown
customer noticed the suspect running
south towards Valvoline on Hamilton
Ave. Upon search the area PO
Palmisano was able to locate a jersey
matching the description of the
suspects clothing in the rear of Savea-lot. The employee was able to
identify the article of clothing as the
same shirt the suspect had when he
switching
clothing upon
running
from
the store. Both
employees do
not know what items or the cost of the
items the suspect took from the store.
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North College Hill Police Department
Incidents by Type
From Date:07/01/2016 to:07/31/2016

Printed: 8/6/2016 5:09 pm
Jurisdiction: North College Hill
Department: Police Department
14T :
9-1-1 Call :
Abandoned Vehicle :
ABDOMINAL PAIN :
Alarm :
Animal Complaint :
Assault :
Attempt to Locate :
Auto Accident :
Auto Accident - Hit Skip :
Auto Accident - Injuries :
Auto Accident - Private Property :
Be on the Lookout For :
Burglary :
Business Check :
Check on the Well Being of Occ :
Code 6 :
Code Enforcement Check :
Criminal Damaging / Vandalism / Mischief :
Custody Issue :
Dead animal in the road :
Death Report (DOA) :
Directed Patrol :
Disabled Vehicle :
Disorderly Crowd :
Disorderly Person :
Domestic Dispute :
Domestic Violence :
Drug - Abuse / Possession / Selling :
Drug - Paraphernalia or Instrument Poss. :
Escort Detail :
Fight in Progress :
Fire Dept. Response :
Fireworks :
Follow-up on Incident :
Found Property :
Go to your station see compl :
Gone/Back Msg at Your Station :
Holdup Alarm :
Information :
Intrusion Alarm :
Inv for loud music :
Investigate :
Investigate Shots Fired :
Investigation :
Juvenile Complaint :
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1
3
2
1
26
19
7
5
21
14
4
8
8
2
302
10
6
1
14
2
1
1
32
9
3
5
32
7
8
1
6
4
15
37
16
3
1
1
1
21
7
2
10
1
1
20
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North College Hill Police Department
Incidents by Type
From Date:07/01/2016 to:07/31/2016

Printed: 8/6/2016 5:09 pm
Jurisdiction: North College Hill
Department: Police Department
Landlord Tenant Dispute :
Lockout Assistance :
Mayors Court :
Menacing :
Missing Person - Adult :
Missing person - Juvenile :
Mutual Aid - Assist COTP :
Mutual Aid - Assist CPD :
Mutual Aid - Assist MTHL :
Mutual Aid - Assist SPTP :
Neighbor Trouble :
No Criminal Offense :
No Incident Type Assigned :
Noise Complaint :
Non-Breather/Cardiac Arrest :
Non-Criminal Incident Report :
Officer Needs Assistance :
Panic Alarm :
Parking Complaint :
Passing Bad Checks :
Person with a gun :
Person with a knife :
Place Found Open :
Prowlers :
Psychiatric Emergency :
Public Service ( Phone Call) :
Reckless Operator :
Repossessed Vehicle :
Robbery :
Robbery-street robbery :
See a complainant :
See compl for a report :
Selling-Using-Other. (Specify) :
Shots Fired/ Heard :
Silent 911 Call :
SPEC :
Squad Run - Overdose :
Squad Run / EMS Call :
Structure Fire :
Suspicious Person Investigate :
Suspicious Vehicle :
Telephone Call/Information :
Telephone Harassment :
Theft :
Theft from Auto :
Theft of Auto :
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2
20
1
3
1
1
21
3
32
3
6
10
2
15
1
1
1
2
47
1
2
1
10
2
6
10
3
13
1
1
27
1
1
2
5
1
4
68
3
25
22
9
4
22
3
4
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North College Hill Police Department
Incidents by Type
From Date:07/01/2016 to:07/31/2016

Printed: 8/6/2016 5:09 pm
Jurisdiction: North College Hill
Department: Police Department
TIP - Drug Activity :
Traffic Hazard :
Traffic Stop :
Transportation :
Trespassing :
Trouble :
Trouble Brewing :
Trouble Loc From Cell Ph GPS :
Trouble with a Customer :
Trouble with an employee :
TSTOP :
Unknown Trouble :
Vacation / Residence Check :
Wanted Person :
Wrecker Request :
Department: Police Department :
Jurisdiction: North College Hill :

2
4
24
2
1
15
11
2
7
1
2
3
57
43
1
1,293
1,293

Total Incidents :

1,293
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CITCITY OF NORTH COLLEGE HILL
MONTHLY PROPERTY MAINTENANCE REPORT

JULY 2016
RESIDENTIAL LETTERS ISSUED
TOTAL =

40

SELF-INITIATED =

32

COMPLAINTS =

8

YEAR-TO-DATE RESIDENTIAL LETTERS ISSUED
TOTAL =

383

SELF-INITIATED =

291

COMPLAINTS =

95

BUSINESS LETTERS ISSUED
TOTAL =

1

SELF-INITIATED =

1

COMPLAINTS =

0

YEAR-TO-DATE BUSINESS LETTERS ISSUED
TOTAL =

7

SELF-INITIATED =

7

COMPLAINTS =

0

COMPLIANCE COMPLETED YEAR-TO-DATE
TOTAL =

233

VIOLATIONS CORRECTED VS. YTD LETTERS SENT

COURT CITATIONS
TOTAL FOR MONTH =

12

TOTAL YEAR-TO-DATE =

59

COURTESY LETTERS
TOTAL =

0

SELF-INITIATED =

0

COMPLAINTS =

0

YEAR-TO-DATE COURTESY LETTERS ISSUED
TOTAL =

0

SELF-INITIATED =

0

COMPLAINTS =

0
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CITY OF NORTH COLLEGE HILL
MONTHLY PROPERTY MAINTENANCE REPORT

VIOLATION STATISTICS
CURRENT
MONTH

YEAR TO
DATE

12 MONTHS
AGO

GRASSES, WEEDS, SHRUBS

17

222

N/A

CLEANUP OF DEBRIS, TRASH, ETC.

14

85

N/A

REPAIR/MAINTENANCE TO STRUCTURE

0

19

N/A

INOPERABLE/UNLICENSED VEHICLES

8

32

N/A

PARKING ON A NON PAVED SURFACE

1

23

N/A

TRASH CANS LOCATION

0

6

N/A

OTHER

0

8

N/A

40

385

N/A

CATEGORIES

TOTALS =

NOTE: CATEGORY NUMBERS ARE NOT EQUAL TO THE NUMBER OF
LETTERS ACTUALLY ISSUED. THERE ARE USUALLY MULTIPLE
VIOLATIONS PER LETTER.

BUSINESSESS CONTACTED
1. Beast Werkz

2.

3.

4.

NOTES
We are cutting 31 vacant properties every 3 weeks. 3hazard forms were sent to Public Works.
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THANK YOU

THE NORTH COLLEGE HILL
POLICE DEPARTMENT
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